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“Moving” Livni’s lecture from in-person to online because of threatened disruption is precisely 
such a content-based restriction: a limitation on how Livni and her hosts may communicate 
their messages, based solely on reactions of their critics. While online fora may have some 
advantages in-person events lack, the latter obviously have significant benefits Zoom cannot 
replicate. But even more importantly, event hosts have the right to consider these respective 
pros and cons as they make venue and format decisions—and UCLA consequently may not 
constitutionally allow protesters to dictate those choices for the hosts.  

There may be cases, to be sure, when a university cannot address a credible threat of violence 
with increased security, necessitating cancellation of an in-person event in favor of meeting 
virtually. But Zoom’s availability is not an escape hatch for UCLA to sidestep its constitutional 
obligation to provide adequate security when hosts opt for in-person events. Rather, it must 
make “bona fide efforts” to protect speakers’ expressive rights by “less restrictive means” than 
cancellation.4 In this instance, that means UCLA was obligated to provide security sufficient to 
prevent or swiftly halt any disruptions from the planned protest so the in-person lecture could 
proceed as planned.5 

We again urge the Nazarian Center to hold UCLA to its constitutional duty to secure future in-
person events rather than allowing critics to dictate what speech others may hear on campus. 
FIRE policy experts would be happy to work with UCLA administrators—free of charge, of 
course, in accord with FIRE’s charitable mission—to develop a policy to protect speakers’ and 
protesters’ First Amendment rights while securing events threatened with disruption. We 
request a substantive response to this letter no later than June 17.  

Sincerely, 

Jessie Appleby 
Program Officer, Campus Rights Advocacy 

Cc:  Professor Dov Waxman, Director, Younes & Soraya Nazarian Center for Israel Studies 

4 Bible Believers v. Wayne Cnty., 805 F.3d 228, 255 (6th Cir. 2018). 
5 Jones, 436 F.2d at 621 (“[T]he action of the police … should have been exerted so as to prevent the 
infringement of Jones’ constitutional right by those bent on stifling, even by violence, the peaceful 
expression of ideas or views with which they disagreed.”).  


